Abstract-Cognitive radio (CR) presents a unique challenge to source localization in that the radio has the ability to adapt to the environment, thus rendering current localization techniques ineffective due to a shifting combination of spatial, frequency, and temporal parameters. For any localization scheme to be effective, it must be able to adapt over time as a CR adapts to its surroundings. In this paper an extended semi range-based localization (ESRB) scheme is proposed to accomplish this task. The proposed scheme estimates the position of a CR using the collaborative spectrum sensing results of a wireless radio frequency sensor network (WSN) in a CR environment. The central idea behind the proposed scheme is to exploit the relationships between spatial, frequency, and temporal parameters of the environment to solve for the position of the CR. The proposed scheme is modeled in the MATLAB programming language, and its efficacy is demonstrated through simulation. It is shown that over time the proposed scheme is capable of estimating the frequency band of operation and the location of a CR, and is thus capable of accounting for both frequency and spatial mobility inherent in the CR environment.
INTRODUCTION
Presently, a growing conflict is emerging between the low utilization and increasing scarcity of electromagnetic spectrum around the globe [1] [2] [3] . Cognitive radio (CR) is considered the primary solution to this problem as a CR is capable of opportunistically seizing underutilized portions of the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e., white spaces) by adapting the radio's attributes to match the resources available [1] [2] [3] [4] . This is accomplished through two primary means: 1) spectral sensing of the environment and 2) informed decision making [5] . The combination of awareness and decision making is the foundation for cognition in the system and distinguishes a CR from any other type of communications technology [1] , [3] .
Future US Department of Defense (DoD) communication technologies will depend heavily on the principles inherent in CR (e.g., dynamic spectrum access (DSA) in the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) [1] ) due to the growing spectrum shortage and the need for DoD operations to be less invasive when working in a counter-insurgency or multinational environment [1] .
With such communication advancements rapidly developing, it is critical for the DoD to remain aware of the positioning techniques being utilized within these networks. Furthermore, in the context of cyber warfare, it is crucial for the DoD to develop and enhance CR source localization techniques as CR can be adopted for military applications by adversaries and pose potential security risks if used internally. Given these concerns, an effective solution to CR source localization is needed.
Wireless radio frequency sensor networks (WSN) offer a promising solution to the aforementioned problem [1] . Lowpowered and cost effective, a WSN can be deployed in a hostile or non-hostile area to detect signals of interest through spectrum sensing and aid in localization of a specific target [1] . Such a scenario is shown in Fig. 1 , where multiple sensor nodes are deployed in an environment to detect the presence of an emitter of interest.
In the context of CR, the environment consists of two different types of users [1] , [5] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the present primary user (PU) network has principle rights to the frequency spectrum in that geographical area [4] , [5] . The PU network operates without knowledge or coordination with any other type of user in the environment but may not completely exhaust the resources available in the area [1] , [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, a secondary user (SU) network also exists which can opportunistically use the available frequency spectrum leftover from the PU network by employing CR technology [4] , [5] . The SU has the responsibility to prevent interference with the PU [4] , [5] .
A scenario where the SU is the target and a WSN is available to aid in localization is adopted in this paper. The objective is to estimate the position of a CR using the collaborative spectrum sensing results of a WSN in a CR environment. In order to accomplish this objective, several additional tasks must be achieved. First, any scheme used to localize the CR must be capable of tracking the frequency usage of the CR over time. Second, any localization scheme must be able to decipher between the SUs and PUs of the frequency spectrum. Third, given additional spectrum sensing results from the WSN, the localization scheme must have some method of position refinement to converge to the true position of the CR.
An extension of the semi range-based localization algorithm [4] , [6] is proposed to accomplish these objectives. Semi range-based localization was originally proposed for PU source localization in CR networks (CRN) [4] , [6] but is extended to SU source localization in this paper. The proposed scheme is modeled in the MATLAB programming language and its efficacy demonstrated through simulation.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Background on semi-range based localization schemes is provided in Section II. The ESRB localization scheme is described in detail and the fundamental methods used in the proposed scheme are presented in Section III. The simulation scenario and simulation model used to implement the ESRB localization scheme along with simulation results are presented in Section IV. A summary of the work completed, a summary of significant results, and ideas for future work are presented in Section V.
II. SEMI-RANGE BASED LOCALIZATION SCHEMES
Semi-range based localization was originally introduced by Ma, Chen, Letaief, and Cao [4] .
Their distinct contribution is the introduction of a hybrid localization algorithm that takes advantage of key features from both range-based and range-free localization schemes in a CR environment. This is accomplished in two ways. First, through energy detection based spectrum sensing, the local binary spectrum sensing decisions of all SUs in range of one specific PU are used to estimate the probability of detection at all SUs. All positions of the SUs are assumed to be known in advance as each SU acts as an anchor node to calculate the final position estimate. Second, the probability of detection is used to estimate the distance from each SU to the PU similar to the way range-based schemes utilize a specific metric to estimate point-to-point distance. In these two ways, their localization algorithm behaves in a rangebased as well as range-free manner. Therefore, because of its hybrid nature, they have appropriately entitled their technique a semi-range based iterative localization algorithm (ISRB). [4] One shortfall of ISRB is the requirement for advance knowledge of the PU's transmission power given that one of the fundamental goals of a CR is no explicit cooperation from the PU of that frequency spectrum [4] , [6] . As such, there can be no expectation of knowing the PU's exact transmission power in advance [6] . Wang, Feng, Song, Hu, and Zhang have sought to correct this deficiency by proposing a practical semi range-based localization algorithm (PSRB) which does not require the PU's transmission power to be known in advance [6] . Rather, it becomes an additional parameter to be estimated during the localization process [6] . This is accomplished by approximating the PU's power through the iterative nonlinear least squares method (NLSM) [6] .
III. EXTENDED SEMI RANGE-BASED LOCALIZATION SCHEME FOR COGNITIVE RADIO POSITIONING A conceptual diagram of the proposed ESRB localization scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . The execution of the ESRB localization scheme begins with spectrum sensing at the wireless sensor nodes in the WSN. Each sensor node examines a fixed portion of bandwidth (i.e., a channel) of the entire frequency spectrum of interest (i.e., all channels) over a fixed interval of time and records the presence or absence of a user. After examining a single channel, the sensor node moves to an adjacent channel and performs spectrum sensing once again. After the entire spectrum of interest is examined, a sensor node has completed one spectral scan. All sensor nodes then report their spectral scanning results to a single decision maker (DM) for processing and repeat the spectral scanning process indefinitely.
The DM in turn begins to aggregate the spectral scanning results of the entire WSN in order to make a global decision in regards to the occupancy of the frequency spectrum. This process is called spectral environment mapping because a map of the environment's channel occupancy can be created as time progresses and more spectral scanning results become available. From this map, the DM can understand which portions of the frequency spectrum are occupied and which are not. For those channels that are occupied, the DM hastily localizes the user in the channel. These unrefined position estimates are then fed back into the spectral environment mapping process where a decision is made as to whether a primary or SU is occupying that channel. To discriminate between which estimated positions are PUs or SUs, the DM references a geo-location database of PUs located within the environment. The assumption is made that the DM has access to the same PU geo-location database as the SU network has access to, such as in the IEEE 802.22 standard [1] .
Once the DM has completed user discrimination of all occupied channels, those users of interest (UI), along with their recorded measurements and estimates (e.g., estimated position, estimated transmission power, channel occupied, etc.), are stored in memory to develop a history of SU activity. As new spectral scans become available, the DM references this history to cross-reference newly discovered positions of potential SUs with positions previously found. If a match is identified within an acceptable level of tolerance, the previous spectral scanning results contained in memory are merged with the latest spectral scanning results. The updated spectral scanning history is then fed back into the localization process to refine the position estimate of all potential SUs discovered. Finally, the DM screens the refined positions against the PU geo-location database again to confirm the refined positions are not those of PUs. Those SU position estimates, which have been validated for more than one localization iteration, are declared to be SUs. If the SU moves during ESRB localization scheme, the DM will record the estimated positions of the mobile SU after each localization attempt.
The subsequent subsections provide greater detail of the methods used to facilitate execution of the ESRB localization scheme.
A. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
Each of the sensor nodes within the WSN performs energy detection in a fixed bandwidth W (i.e., channel k) over a time interval T with the intent of deciding between two hypotheses [4] , [6] 
xt is the observed signal at the ith sensor node in channel k,
st is the signal of interest at the ith sensor node in channel k, and n(t) is bandlimited additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance of 2 0  [6] . The channel is assumed to be time-invariant during the spectrum sensing process [4] , [6] .
To account for multipath fading and path loss in the environment, the instantaneous received signal power is modeled as a Rayleigh random variable, while the average signal power is inversely proportional to distance raised to a power [4] , [6] . Thus, at time t, the probability density function (PDF) of the amplitude
is the average power of the received user signal at the ith sensor node in channel k. The distance between the user occupying channel k and the ith sensor node is represented by P ,  is the path loss factor, and the scalar c is a constant which encompasses all else which can influence the received signal power (e.g., antenna gains, antenna heights, etc.), , and [6] . The assumption is made that all other factors encompassed in the constant c are identical for all receivers (e.g. antenna heights, etc.) and that all antenna gains are approximated as independent of direction. Shadowing is modeled as a log-normal distribution and is defined as [1] , [4]   which is an exponential random variable [6] . Therefore, the average SNR is [6] 
The energy collected over the sensing period T in the bandwidth W at the ith sensor node in channel k is designated as  [4] , [6] . The average probability of false alarm 
is declared in advance as a performance requirement for each sensor node. Furthermore, it is held constant for all sensor nodes in all channels [4] , [6] . Therefore, given a universal desired f P and a specified timebandwidth product u, the energy detection threshold i  is determined using (7) [4] , [6] . Furthermore, since all nodes are assigned the same f P , they all have the same  [4] , [6] .
Finally, with u and [6] .
After the received signal energy is compared against the energy detection threshold of the sensor node, a decision is made with regards to the presence or absence of a user, and the result is recorded as a binary one or zero, respectively [4] , [6] . Each sensor node then observes the adjacent channel and repeats the spectrum sensing procedure. After all channels have been examined, each node reports their binary spectrum sensing results as a single row vector (i.e., a spectral scan) to the DM [4] , [6] .
B. Spectral Environment Mapping and Localization through the Iterative Non-Linear Least Squares Method
Spectral environment mapping takes places at the DM where additional computational resources are assumed available. The goal of spectral environment mapping is to fuse all decision data from the WSN to create an overall map of the spectral environment. From this map, a decision can be made as to whether a SU exists in the environment and which channel it is occupying. Spectral environment mapping begins once the DM has collected N p spectral scans from the sensor network [6] . Under the decision aggregation sub-function, the collected spectral scans at the DM are organized as a three-dimensional tensor
where N is the number of sensor nodes, N p is the number of spectral scans, K is the total number of channels examined, and
represents the local spectrum sensing decision at the ith sensor node from the jth spectral scan of channel k [6] . The user occupancy within each channel is assumed to be independent of one another. Therefore, the DM breaks down the collected spectral scanning decisions on a per channel basis to perform data fusion. Thus, for a single channel k, Data fusion is performed in a manner identical to the PSRB localization algorithm using the majority rule [6] . This same process is applied to all channels to develop a complete global spectral occupancy map. The completed map indicates occupied channels and where white space exists over N p spectral scans, but it does not indicate which type of user is present in the occupied channels. To answer this question, the DM localizes the users in all channels which are occupied. The central idea is that the DM uses the position information from the spatial domain to establish user identity in the frequency domain. Localization is accomplished in a manner identical to the PSRB localization algorithm through the iterative NLSM to develop an unrefined position estimate [6] . Those unrefined position estimates from the localization process are used to establish user identity through position comparison.
Given the coarse positions of all users in occupied channels, position comparison is accomplished by accessing a PU database to determine which unrefined positions match known PU's positions within a level of tolerance. An error tolerance radius is defined around the true positions of the PUs gleaned from the database. If a position estimate falls within the tolerance radius of a true PU's position, then the hastily localized user is declared to be a PU. If a position estimate does not match any PU, the user becomes a UI as it may be a SU. For all UIs identified, their position estimates, channel occupancy, and associated spectral scanning decision data from the sensor network are stored in memory at the DM and nominated for position refinement. In this way position estimation is used to establish user identity.
C. Position Refinement
The essence of position refinement is managing the SU history at the DM. Through this process the DM is able to track the channel occupancy of SUs based on estimates of their position. UI and their selected decision data become available after N p spectral scans from the spectral environment mapping process. As time progresses, new UI will become identified after another N p spectral scans have taken place. Through position refinement a determination is made if the newly discovered users match the positions of any previously discovered users. If so, the matched users' channels and position estimates are recorded under the previously discovered users' information. In this way, as multiple SUs move into new channels over time, the DM is able to track which channels have been occupied by the same user.
IV. SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS
The overall simulation model is presented in Fig. 3 . In this scenario, three networks are present: 1) the PU network, 2) the SU network, and 3) the WSN network. A frequencydivision multiple access network is assumed for the PU network. That is, the entire frequency spectrum is broken up into a series of non-overlapping frequency bands or channels [4] . All channels are assumed to have one PU present. In this scenario, five PUs are assigned stationary positions; therefore, a total of five channels exists which can be occupied by any user. Each PU operates in one channel of the entire frequency band at random discrete intervals, leaving unused portions of the frequency spectrum available over time. The random channel occupancy behavior of the PU is driven by a discrete time two-state Markov model. The PU moves between an 'idle' or 'busy' state as determined by the probabilities p i and p b , respectively. Both p i and p b are set to 0.3 to ensure enough white spaces exist for the SU to always have a channel available for transmission [4] .
During the 'busy' state, the PU continuously transmits a fixed amplitude signal. During the 'idle' state, no traffic is broadcast, leaving white space in the frequency spectrum [4] , [6] .
One stationary SU is assigned a single position at (0, 2000) meters. The SU attempts to transmit at each corresponding time interval as the PUs do; however, the SU may transmit only over unused portions of the frequency spectrum. The SU performs spectrum sensing to determine where white spaces exist to facilitate continual transmission without incumbent interference [1] , [2] . The basis for spectrum sensing behavior of the SU is the IEEE 802.22 standard [1] . As such, quiet periods (QP) are introduced into the data traffic of the SU. Specifically, fast and fine spectrum sensing periods are assigned with random uniform probabilities p r and p v , which are set to 0.65 and 0.45 respectively, within the superframes and MAC frames of the SU's transmissions [1] . The assumption is made that the Figure 3 . Simulation model using a wireless radio frequency sensor network to determine the frequency bands and location of a stationary cognitive radio.
SU will determine if a channel is occupied only after fast and fine spectrum sensing have taken place [1] . Thus, the duration of one superframe is the most discrete unit of time a SU is assumed to be stationary in one channel of the frequency spectrum [1] . For purposes of the simulation scenario, it is also the most discrete unit of time one PU will occupy a channel. When white space has been identified and chosen by the SU, transmission consists of a fixed amplitude signal. No transmission occurs during designated QP within superframes or MAC frames [1] . The SU's transmission power is set to 16 Watts, while the PU's transmission power remains at 18 Watts. The initial power estimate
at the DM is set to 17 Watts, the median of the PU's and SU's power.
Fifty sensor nodes are uniformly distributed at random within a 900 meter perimeter from the DM at the origin. No sensor node is allowed within 50 meters of the DM's position to ensure adequate spatial separation during spectrum sensing. The f P is set to 0.01 for all sensor nodes. Using (7) and defining a time-bandwidth product u of 5.0, we derived an energy detection threshold  of 13.96 for all sensor nodes. The positions of all sensor nodes are assumed to be known in advance by the DM [4] , [6] . The sensor nodes are assumed to be capable of sensing the spectrum in a much shorter time interval than the occupancy duration of the PUs or SU [2] . All sensor nodes perform spectrum sensing in each channel across the entire frequency band of interest. The radius of tolerance for accepting an unrefined position estimate as a PU or SU is set to 750 meters.
Path loss, shadowing, multipath fading, and noise all influence the spectrum sensing results of the sensor nodes [4] , [6] . However, the channel is assumed to be timeinvariant during each spectrum sensing period [4] , [6] . Path loss and noise are modeled using (5) where the constant c is set to 0.01, the path loss exponent  is set to 3, and noise variance 2 0  is set to -90 dBm [6] . To implement the effects of shadowing the random variable S  is constant throughout each superframe but is randomly changed between superframes in (5). Multipath fading is modeled using (6) where   P leading to a more accurate overall position estimate. The same effect can be achieved by increasing the number of superframes over which the DM attempts to localize the SU. Over time the DM can build up the necessary number of spectral scans to obtain an accurate position estimate rather than require the sensor network to achieve a large number of spectral scans each superframe. This benefit is substantial when considering the communication burden that must occur between the DM and the sensor network. Additionally, the results in Fig. 5 indicate that the number of sensor nodes is not a significant factor, but rather spatial-sensing separation is a key characteristic which must be preserved for accurate position estimation. When the WSN is restricted to a small perimeter a significant decline in accuracy occurs regardless of the number of sensor nodes present.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this paper was how to estimate the position of a CR using the collaborative spectrum sensing results of a WSN. The PSRB localization algorithm [6] , originally proposed for PU source localization in CRNs, was extended for CR source localization. Over time the proposed ESRB scheme is capable of estimating the frequency band of operation and the location of a CR.
